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The Heat Is On:  How to protect your home and family from a lethally hot future 

 

In 1985, when few were thinking about climate change, Glenn Frey said it best – The Heat Is On.  

Forty years later, his hit song seems prophetic, and we need to act.  

 

To help limit the impacts of extreme heat – such as the 619 premature deaths during record 

breaking temperatures in British Columbia in 2021 – the Intact Centre on Climate Adaptation, 

University of Waterloo, has published new easy-to-follow heat protection guidance. The 

guidance spells out what residents can do to keep themselves and their loved ones safe, with 

actions identified for both houses and apartments/condos. 

 

The guidelines build on the Intact Centre’s report “Irreversible Extreme Heat: Protecting 

Canadians and Communities from a Lethal Future”, developed with over 60 national experts.  

 

“The good news is that heat-related health impacts are preventable with knowledge, education, 

and action,” said Joanna Eyquem, who led development of the guidelines. “While air 

conditioning is part of the solution, it is not a panacea. For example, we also need to plan to 

specifically check on vulnerable people during heat waves, such as the elderly or people living 

alone.”  

 

Cities are the hotspots of global warming. Urban areas in three “red zones” of Canada will be 

hardest hit by extreme heat, namely: southern valley regions between the West Coast and the 

Rocky Mountains in British Columbia, prairie communities bordering the U.S., and the north 

shore of Lake Erie through the St. Lawrence River Valley in Ontario and Quebec. Around 30 

years from now (2051-2080), the number of hot days (over 30°C) per year are expected to 

double, triple, and in some cases quadruple.  Distributing the new three-step guidelines is one 

way that local governments can help residents to help themselves in these areas.  

 

There is evidence that taking action can help reduce the anxiety that many people feel in the 

face of climate change. The guidance intentionally includes no cost and low-cost solutions as 

well as more complex upgrades. For example, residents can work with nature to cool their 

homes, using trees for shade and maximising vegetation cover in gardens and on balconies. 

Simple upgrades, like installing blinds, heat-resistant curtains or window films can help reduce 

heat entering the home. Several actions, like improving insulation and airtightness, can also cut 

the costs of heating as well as cooling.  

https://www.intactcentreclimateadaptation.ca/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/IntactCentre-Three_steps-Home_Heat_Protection.pdf
https://www.intactcentreclimateadaptation.ca/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/IntactCentre-Three_steps-Apartment_Heat_Protection.pdf


 

  

 

 

Canada’s National Adaptation Strategy (to be finalized June 2023) identifies 22 targets to limit 

exposure to extreme weather in Canada, including “by 2040, deaths due to extreme heatwaves 

have been eliminated.”  To achieve this target, Canada must act now. 

 

“Although flooding and wildfire are the most financially costly perils affecting Canadians, 

extreme heat is the deadliest, by far.  For example, a heat wave coupled with an electricity 

outage in a city such as Toronto, could easily result in the death of thousands of people if heat 

preparedness efforts are not mobilized now”, said Dr. Blair Feltmate, Head of the Intact Centre. 

“Helping people to help themselves is essential to saving lives. These new guidelines spell out 

what people can do.” 

 

The new heat protection guidelines are freely available for homes and apartments and can be 

distributed and tailored for specific audiences.  

 

With extreme heat already hitting the headlines this year, Canadians have no time to spare in 

preparing themselves for the heat events to come.  

 
About Intact Centre on Climate Adaptation:  
The Intact Centre on Climate Adaptation is an applied research centre at the University of 

Waterloo. The Centre was founded in 2015 with a gift from Intact Financial Corporation, 

Canada’s largest property and casualty insurer, and helps homeowners, communities, and 

businesses to reduce risks associated with climate change and extreme weather events. 
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